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Preface to the  
Fourth Edition

I t is unusual for an author to get the opportunity to write the fourth edition of a book. The 
endurance of this text is a sign that more educators are recognizing that research in cognitive 
neuroscience is providing exciting new insights into how the brain develops and learns. 

Because teachers are essentially “brain changers,” they realize that the more they know about how 
the brain learns, the more likely they are to be successful at helping their students succeed.

One major development since the third edition of this text is the birth of a new academic disci-
pline. Called educational neuroscience or mind, brain, and education science, this field explores 
how research findings from neuroscience, education, and psychology can inform our understand-
ings about teaching and learning, and whether they have implications for educational practice. This 
interdisciplinary approach ensures that recommendations for teaching practices have a foundation 
in solid scientific research.

For this fourth edition, I have made numerous changes that reflect new advances in our under-
standing of the learning process. Specifically, I have

 • updated the information on memory systems, especially the changes in working memory capacity;
 • added new research findings on how the explosion of technology may be affecting the brain;
 • added new information on brain organization and learning, and revised the sections on hemi-

spheric specialization to reflect new research;
 • added new research on how learning the arts enhances cognitive processing and creativity;
 • expanded the Resources section to include more Internet sites selected for their reliable infor-

mation on the brain; and
 • added or updated more than 150 references, most of which are primary sources for those who 

wish to explore the actual research studies.

This is truly an exciting time to be in education. Granted, never has society asked so much of its 
schools. At the same time, however, never have we known so much about how students learn and what 
we can do to make that happen successfully. This book opens the door to educational neuroscience in 
the hopes that educators will experience the joy of seeing more students reach their full potential.

—David A. Sousa




